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torrents, 4.4 out of 5 based on 462 user ratingsAdobe Systems has released a security update for its Acrobat Reader on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux systems. The two-month-old security patch deals with multiple vulnerabilities including ones that could be exploited to bypass system integrity checks. The flaws
affect both 64-bit and 32-bit versions of Adobe Reader. It's not clear how many are affected, as the vulnerability IDs are somewhat generic. As a matter of fact, there is no single exploit that could take advantage of all vulnerabilities being fixed by this patch. The majority of the flaws were discovered in the PDF

processing library used by Adobe's PDF readers. Some of the most severe flaws deal with code that makes use of malloc for memory allocation. The flaws could be used to execute arbitrary code by exploiting vulnerabilities in the heap, such as heap buffer overflow, use-after-free, and similar types of bugs. Credit for
most of the discovered vulnerabilities is being given to the Nakamoto laboratory at the Purdue University in Indiana. The researcher who discovered the flaws is Mark Tiano, a professor at Purdue. However, there are two more researchers that were credited with some of the flaws - Timo Ewald and Alex Ionescu.
Tiano's lab did not disclose the flaws until 18 months after the initial discovery. Adobe Reader for Windows and Linux is available for free, while Mac OS X Acrobat Reader is available for $39. Adobe has also released Adobe Acrobat Pro DC at $399. This update is due on January 11 for Windows and Mac systems.
Rescanning found that 58% of all the vulnerabilities included in this security update could be exploited by specially crafted PDFs. A full list of all the vulnerabilities has been published on the Adobe website. As for the severity of the flaws fixed in this update, most of them have been labeled as critical.Q: How to
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